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Transcendental Nature: Anticipating Beauty, Education, Knowledge and Spirituality 

 

Abstract 

Emerged primarily from Boston and surrounding areas, the transcendentalism in America 

grows intellectual and social reformations related to the thinking on God, spirituality and nature 

and the unitary value of all these three things in the intuition of knowledge and experience. Led 

with the views of Emerson and Thoreau, the transcendental writings of Emerson, Thoreau, 

Fuller, Parker, Alcott have started formalized discussions including the issues such as, the 

essence of religion as distinct from morality, pantheism and the nature of poetry, nature with the 

value of wilderness, intuition, knowledge and education. Having with the miscellaneous issues as 

the matters of discourse, transcendental nature represents for the varieties of insights, quite 

distinct and higher level of analyzing from Kantian and post Kantian ideology. Their idealism 

puts preference for spiritual over material forms of knowledge in which spiritual idealism 

concerns with intuition whereas material idealism focuses on the sense based knowledge. As 
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their basic intellectual instance, they develop their ideas of nature as well as their moral and 

religious views. 

Key words: transcendence, wilderness, nature-spiritual, individuality, and intuition  

 

1. Introduction  

 Transcendentalism, as a New England movement, has flourished since 1835 onward, and 

in America, it has started the Unitarian discussion group, generally known as the Transcendental 

Club, inaugurated in 1836. The members in the group; Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David 

Thoreau, Bronson Alcott, W. E. Channing, Theodore Parker, Walt Whitman and Margaret Fuller 

have organized different intellectual discussions meeting together at different houses of the same 

group. The matters of their discussion have taken the shape of the basic tenets of the 

transcendental movement. Beginning the publication of The Dial periodically they have brought 

out their ideas in the form of their poetry and essays.  

 Entrenched with Romanticism, and even to the far past of Greek philosophical intuition 

introduced by Plato, the spirit of American transcendental thought of the mid nineteenth century 

establishes its differences from that of platonic idea of transcendence of soul from body and 

widens the mode of soul phenomenon to anticipating the nature with greater value of knowledge 

and education. Plato’s association of the transcendental to the spiritual identity passes through 

Romanticism of England and German theory of enlightenment proposed by Kant and broadens 

even further to American Transcendental phenomenon. With contextual insinuation, this writing 

aims to observe the modes of nature anticipation in transcendental writing.  
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2. Foregrounding Transcendence  

 Immanuel Kant confines transcendental knowledge just as "the cognizance of those forms 

and categories- such as the space, time, quantity, causality- which in his view are imposed on 

whatever we perceive by the constitution of human mind"(Abraham 335). He regards these 

aspects as the universal conditions of all sense experiences. The Kantian notion of sense 

experience comes closer to the romantic essence of individual experience and the freedom of 

expression. Kant supposes the experience as universal phenomena whereas romantics 

concentrate with the individual experiences. The romantic philosophy of nature as the ultimate 

reality of sense experience and post Kantian idealism make a considerable influence to Coleridge 

and American art and literature. The combined principles of Kant's transcendental, Coleridge's 

notion of nature, Emerson's ideology of nature as the divine and knowledge and Thoreau's 

concept of nature as the experience of the spirit come into the fundamental principles of 

American transcendentalism with remarkable impact to the American art and literature in mid 

nineteenth century.  

 The movement affirms "Kant's principle of intuitive knowledge not derived from the 

senses while rejecting organized religion for an extremely individualistic celebration of the 

divinity in each human being"(Baldick 262). Being spiritually and religiously guided scholars, 

the transcendentalists "rejected modern materialism and saw the phenomena of nature as 

carrying a message of a higher spiritual truth"(Mautner 624). Emerson and other American 

transcendentalists extend Kantian concept of transcendental knowledge and try to include 

intuitive realization of moral and other truths beyond the limitation of sense experience. 
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 The transcendentalists oppose the rigid rationalism of Locke that is about the notion of 

knowledge based on sense impressions. Trying to move away from all the values of modern 

society and material prosperity, transcendental philosophers see the natural world in two 

different ways: as the physical entities and as correspondences to the aspects of the human spirit. 

It delivers the message about the doctrinal religion or a faith in divine principle in which "both 

humanity and the cosmos participate"(Abraham 336). This idea of the combined existence; the 

humanity and the cosmos, provides the foresight of the unity in transcendental principle. 

Having no any such unified rules as the guiding principles to unite all the writers and 

thinkers of the time, Transcendental writing raises issues of religious and social reforms, nature 

as wilderness, nature as God and spirituality, man as having divine within, knowledge through 

experience, individuality and personal intuition. They also reject the modern idea of material 

superiority over natural purity.  

3. Nature not for Human Purpose but in Wilderness 

 The idea of wilderness is rooted in three basic assumptions: ancient, classical and 

romantic. The ancient view reflects the earliest transition of human culture from a reliance on 

hunting and gathering to the domestication of animals and permanent civilization. From the very 

point, humans identify that "nature could be manipulated to fit the designs and desires of human 

kind"(Neumann 1955). Before such identification, humans are supposed to have identified 

completely with natural identification.  Later on the idea of religion and human civilization has 

been found. Most of the influential and "persistent ideas of wilderness are introduced into 

western thought from Hebrew's Old Testament”(1955). The metaphor of the garden is the sight 

of God's grace and the wilderness into which Adam and Eve are cast. The image of Eden is a 
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perfect metaphor of wilderness though it seems to be inconsistent and ambiguous in the present 

way of looking into wilderness.  

 The traditional image of nature and its inhabitants as frightening is reflected in many 

ancient fairy tales and the mythical literature of the past and present. In such literature, 

"civilization is depicted [here] as the conversion of untamed natural landscapes into a more 

refined pastoral setting"(Hannigan 40). Hence, the notion of wilderness has its base with the 

ancient perception of nature that changes slightly with the growth of civilization. 

 The classical view of wilderness is rooted in the Greco-Roman civilization "that portrays 

wilderness as a condition of nature that awaits the transforming hand of civilization to make it 

productive and useful"(1955). It associates wilderness of the nature as a helping hand for the 

better understanding of the human culture and civilization. Similarly the romantic view of 

wilderness is best characterized as a reaction against modernity among western artists, poets, 

writers and philosophers. The writings of Thoreau, Whitman and Muir give a shape to a new 

romantic vision of American wilderness. The best depiction of romantic wilderness is found in 

the writings of transcendental writers.   

 The sense of wilderness in relation to natural thinking arouses at the beginning of the 

eighteenth century. The word, 'wilderness' comes from the Anglo-Saxon word, 'wilddeoren', 

where deoren or beasts beyond the boundaries of cultivation. The word, 'wild' becomes useful in 

combination with deoren for the forest associating with the meaning of ancient farming 

condition. The farming men use 'home' as the opposite of wilderness. 

 The transcendental writers produce their literature concerning with nature both as an 

abstract concept and as a physical context for spiritual experience. For them the nature could 
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really signify as 'not the self'. Nature to them is equivalent to Kantian 'not me'. They suppose 

nature as "a particular biophysical context for the experiences of insight and intuition"(Gould 

1653). Their focus lies on the wilderness of nature particularly. 

  Wilderness has many symbolic and associative meanings. In Christianity, 

wilderness is closely related to Satan but "the Judeo-Christian conception of wilderness, then, 

combines connotations of trial and danger with freedom, redemption and purity"(Garrard 74). 

For Bacon, Descartes and Newton it refers to the organic universe in which Descartes wishes to 

know the the force and action of fire, water, air, the stars, the heaven and the other bodies that 

surround us as the major phenomena of pure nature; hence an organic nature. 

 The concept of wilderness changes by the time of mid-nineteenth century transcendental 

concept of nature. The old view of Christian, Judeo-Christian and renaissance idea of wilderness 

gets more simplified and purified by the time Thoreau defines it in relation to his experience in 

Walden. His Walden "can be regarded as the terminus of the old world pastoral in American 

literature as it collides with both the technology and autonomous cultural confidence of the 

young republic"(79). He realizes that it is almost difficult to conceive a region un-inhabited by 

men and makes efforts to find such place where nature is pure, unpolluted and inhuman.  

 Thoreau's disciple, John Muir makes a great contribution to the wilderness preservation 

movement he tries to arouse Paleolithic consciousness. He argues that every living thing down to 

the smallest trans-microscopic creature has intrinsic value. He even avers that "if a war of races 

should occur between the wild beast and Lord Man, I would be tempted to sympathize with the 

beasts"(Muir 155). The old negative conception of wilderness has been replaced by the growth of 

tradition in search of wilderness with the transcendental nature centrism. 
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 The transcendentalists take wilderness for granted as the place of their vocational option. 

It has become a trend and tradition. The growth of the tradition has two major factors: the rise of 

the vacation and the cultural prestige of wilderness. The transcendental search of wilderness 

concerns with the second one. Like other transcendentalists, Emerson and Thoreau love and 

spend many times in the wilderness not merely as a means of leisurely vocational tradition. They 

try to utilize their wilderness experiences, freedom and isolation "to confront ideas that were 

central to their thinking and to create texts that are appealing in their unassuming simplicity and 

profound in their implications"(Stowe 485). They convert common place and potentially banal 

experiences into occasions for original thought.  

 Thoreau uses different moments and kinds of engagement with the wild world, its plants, 

animals and other living and nonliving things to develop ideas and arguments. Emerson uses this 

wilderness experience as an occasion "both to reaffirm the value of human understanding and 

manipulation of the natural world and to limit their metaphysical significance"(487). Both 

thinkers perceive the nature in wilderness as the way to create new ideas, to verify their ideas in 

the scale of natures and to formulate a synthesis of the worldly experiences achieved not from 

the sense but from the natural reasoning. They reflect similar views in their writings emphasizing 

the nature, especially the wilderness in essence. For them, wilderness in nature reveals many 

secrets of life. 

 Thoreau spends his valuable time in the wilderness and shares his knowledge achieved 

from the nature in the form of a narrative in Walden. He realizes extreme ecstasy in wilderness 

and finds it as a source of inspirational and intuitive insight. Like Thoreau, Emerson also knows 

that "one of the purposes of wilderness retreat is to give serious thought to humanity's 

relationship to nature"(499). He makes room for spiritual lessons and new knowledge of the 
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parallels between humans and nature however he does not specify what these lessons and 

knowledge would be. 

 By focusing on the pure nature or nature in wilderness, the transcendentalists do not 

completely ignore the social aspect of human beings. Firstly the humans are attached to the 

divine; their origin through the nature. Secondly, they are by no means the social beings. 

Emerson's philosophy priorities the natural aspect but at the same time the transcendentalists 

"highly regard social matters"(Manzari 61). For them society is significant for an individual 

however their idea of society does not include merely human beings.  

4. Experience, Knowledge and Spirituality in Nature  

  The transcendental view of nature rests on the important epistemological and 

moral assumptions. The closeness to nature opens various aspects for developing spiritual and 

moral insights. Intimacy with nature brings an individual to "a state of childlike openness and 

wonder"(1653) that Emerson calls as 'the original response to the nature'. 

 The transcendental philosophy of nature basically comes from the romantic idea of 

nature. Some aspects of philosophy are carried from French concept and some others from 

German notion of transcendental self that "Emerson and Whitman, who were claimed as 

particularly representing the influence of German thought in America had explicitly repudiated 

German thought"(Schinz 51) in American writing. American transcendentalism makes a 

combination of English and French deism with the usual natural moralism as Girard means it the 

puritan form of romanticism. The romantics reject the "destructive, dualistic and reductionist 

worldviews"(Bron XIII) and so do the transcendentalists.  
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 The romantics draw a picture of nature as pure and beautiful object they do not properly 

see divine aspect in nature though Wordsworth tries to associate it with spirituality. Their picture 

of nature is more friendly, animated and personified object with the great use to humans for both 

life and creation. Moving a step ahead, transcendentalists see the divine in nature; the nature as 

the over-soul.  

 The transcendental thinkers believe in "a bond between God and the world"(Manzari 61). 

They suppose the God as the origin of everything in nature. The relation between the god and the 

nature of the world is the relation of the creator and creation. Since the nature is the creation of 

the god as the essential origin, the god is eminent in every natural object. So, they have the bond 

relation to each other. 

 As a prominent transcendental figure, Emerson believes that leading the life of a hermit is 

the genuine way of living. His transcendental philosophy covers the natural aspects. Realizing 

the divine feeling in nature, he finds unity of life by letting himself open to it and this unity 

between nature and mankind is really due to the god, the over-soul. Emerson takes the idea of 

over soul from Plato. Similar to Emerson, Thoreau stresses nature as a prevailing factor playing a 

significant role between god and man. He thinks that "nature teaches lessons not learnt in any 

other way"(65). Nature is the best way of learning new things and acquiring new ideas for him. 

 Similarly Whitman sees himself "reflected in nature frequently"(Killingsworth 15), in 

which a status of an object appears to depend upon its metaphysical or psychological value. 

Theodore Roethke, like romantics, thinks that nature represents some aspects of the poet's 

identity. All these thinkers from transcendental movement perceive nature closely attached with 

human beings. This closeness does not limit itself within the physical nearness rather it 

incorporates with the human knowledge, understanding and spirituality. 
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 As the major transcendentalists, Emerson, Thoreau and Whitman "view nature as the 

accumulation of all knowledge needed to be digested and in case of in depth care and analysis, 

profound philosophies and identities can be formed in terms of the worldwide physical and 

mental sense of well being"(Manzari 62). Among them, Thoreau's ideas reflect him as the first 

environmentalist in the American history. By spending two years in Walden and writing his 

experiences in a narrative; Walden he proposes his ideology of living simple in a society of 

complete nature. He highlights the importance of environmental wholeness for the purification of 

human understanding. 

 While being in the wilderness of Walden he experiences nature and experiments his 

transcendental outlook. He finds his life as intimate and mutual with nature and writes: "am I not 

partly leaves and vegetable mould myself"(Thoreau 1707). By his close association with nature, 

he wants to share his experience of the spiritual sense in nature as he believes that there is a 

higher truth operating in the universe. Nature symbolizes this higher truth; the reality itself. He 

supposes that the new and profound philosophy can be inaugurated and strengthened with the 

experiencing and assimilating nature within us. 

 Thoreau's sense of experiencing the higher truth and Emerson's concept of over-soul 

incorporate into transcendental pantheism. Emerson believes in the firmed and direct relation 

between god and nature that is the "expression of oneness through nature"(Manzari 63).  

Mankind can find the true self by looking it in nature. But the look to nature must always be 

different from the common one making it free from preconceptions and other moral and 

educational influences. Looking differently to nature, Emerson sees the divine in nature that is 

really the unity of life. This unity is "the Over-soul within which everyman's particular being is 

contained and made one with other"(Emerson 126). The unity ensures the presence of divine 
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spirit and mind in each and every man and in all of nature having an all pervading, omniscient 

supreme being. As a pantheist, Emerson believes the material world as nothing more than an 

illusion. The reality rests on the different view of things, that is the inner beauty, the immanent 

abstract god in everything. 

 Similar to Emerson, Thoreau sees the higher spiritual value of nature. Nature does not 

merely represent an object but it shares the spiritual sense, experience and knowledge to human 

beings. Both believe in that nature symbolizes a spirit still they differ in their perception of 

nature. Emerson sees thought in nature but Thoreau sees experience in nature. They suppose 

nature a book that provides immense possibility of spiritual knowledge and insight. Emerson 

realizes studying nature highly motivational and inspirational. 

 Thoreau opposes the modern perception of earth as a dead object. He thinks the earth as 

alive and ever changing. The change in nature is for the sake of the nature itself. The change on 

earth results many changes in the overall nature. This change does have many impacts to our life 

however it brings liveliness of its own according to its law that "determines all 

phenomena"(Emerson 33). The law that controls the nature for its regularity is the natural law. 

The natural law is not free from the spirituality because every change in nature reflects the 

intention of the god; the higher soul. 

 The principles of transcendentalism are to be felt quite religious in emotions and 

imaginations. These principles are not to be proved or set down but they are to be receptive and 

experienced. So Emerson admits that to affirm the experience is our great business. The 

experience he talks about is the experience of nature and the divine in nature. He associates 
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divine and nature that "nature and soul are governed by the same laws"(Nicoll 677). These laws 

are the universal laws by which humans, as a part of nature, are governed.  

 As a transcendental leader Emerson believes in that "the whole aim of religion should be 

to make men devout and moral"(Underwood 488). For him the religion gives a moral pathway to 

humans but it is difficult to identify the spirituality in nature. Emerson primarily focuses the 

practical aspect of the religion. To him "all religions were alike, imperfect and useful"(Nicoll 

679) and the wise man keeps his mind open and receptive to everything good and useful from the 

nature and religion. 

5. Individuality and Intuition in Nature 

 With religious concern, transcendentalism emphasizes on "the role and importance of 

individual conscience and the value of intuition in matters of moral guidance and 

inspiration"(Cuddon 936). The transcendentalists give primary focus on the importance of 

individual in realizing the truth. They think that human in individual consists of the god within 

that enables him to be acquainted with the truth but it needs an intuition from within. They try 

"to find meaning in life not from outside, as in traditional religion, but in a life of an individual 

self-realization, a life that may involve a refusal to conform to convention"(Mautner 183). This 

opposition of traditional idea of accepting the truth on the basis of institutionalized belief makes 

them revolutionary in character and ideas. 

 Emerson and other transcendentalists give logics in favour of the knowledge grounded in 

"feeling and intuition"(Abraham 336), focusing on the ethics of individualism with completely 

self-trust, self-reliance and self-sufficiency. Emerson creates loyal ideas to all truths but he 

stands strongly in favour of the identification of the truth without the loss of reverence. He never 
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abandons his faith in the supremacy of the divine in the world though he frequently regards the 

role of individual intuition to recognize the truth of the world because it becomes "fundamental 

to him that truth could be comprehended by intuition"(Nicoll 677). The knowledge through 

intuition is not based on any particular principles but on the degree of understanding and 

realization.  

 The God being within us, every individual has potentiality to distinguish between what is 

wrong and right. Learning the morality does necessarily mean to the activity of reading holy 

books, laws and society and just following them. Emerson believes on the individual insight and 

suggest to "trust thyself"(Emerson 166) and "Insist on yourself; never imitate"(187).  

 Like Emerson, Thoreau also accepts an individual as a true source of understanding the 

truth from within. But for both it comes from the insight derived from the nature as the essence 

of truth and divine. Throughout Walden he purposes to share his personal experience to the 

readers to evaluate the way he has been living and thinking. Living away from the society, 

disobeying the rules of the church and isolating him from other humans but accompanying with 

the things in nature, he realizes the real spirit of the world. Walden is "designed as a practical 

course in the liberation of the reader"(Baym 1592), hence the freedom of an individual.  

 For Emerson, Thoreau and Whitman, "the act of intuitive perception resulted in a 

mystical spiritual union between the material world which included the finite self and the infinite 

ideal world"(Reynolds 148). This distinction, in term of Emerson, is the distinction between 

NOT ME and ME or nature and soul. Such idea of the union between finite and infinite is the 

focal point to the transcendentalists. For them the mystical union works as intuitive perception in 

uniqueness. 
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 Both Emerson and Thoreau discuss about the initiation of intuition through the 

experience of an individual but in a quite different way. Emerson perceives it through the sense 

of sight whereas Thoreau views it through the sense of hearing. Emerson presents the symbol of 

'transparent eyeball' encompassing the sight of the universal being. Similarly, Thoreau makes an 

image of a perceiver. His perception of nature is through stillness in which nature sings and 

sounds. He unites and makes "correspondence between the listener and the sound around 

him"(149) in which the sound is the nature and the listener is an individual perceiver with 

intuition. 

 Emerson thinks that imagination is the highest perception in which he prefers 'seer' for 

the one who has the sensitivity of imagination. Sight for him is a mode of thought rather than the 

sensation. Emersonian individualism is strongly "ethical and consists in the perception that there 

is one mind"(Cook X). He believes on the self reliance on the One Mind that is equivalent to the 

reliance to God. Similarly, Thoreau gets delighted in the use of all the senses however 'sound' 

fascinates him more than others. Sound for him is a mode of experience for intuition. He is 

stimulated in the outward and inward union of spiritual reality. 

6. Beauty, Education and Equality in Nature                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 Nature needs not be decorated as beauty lies at the core of the nature itself. Two things 

contribute to the beauty of nature: firstly "the constitution of the things in nature" and secondly, 

"the capacity of the human eye to form what it sees"(Manzari 67). The transcendental thinkers, 

therefore, suppose truth of the nature as the beauty in itself similar to the Romantics' perception 

of truth as beauty and vice versa. Not only that, the beauty of the nature also depends on the 
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perception of an individual. They have a common ideology that nature provides a comfort to 

humans by giving multitude perspectives of the source of life. 

 The love of nature in humans is directly related to the love of beauty. Everything in 

nature consists of its own beauty that can be different from the other one. Emerson's notion of 

natural beauty has three way distinctions that nature as having beauty of commodity, beauty of 

spirituality and beauty of intellect. He identifies every aspect of beauty as "the mark God sets 

upon virtue"(Emerson 12). Thus, the beauty of nature ensures the virtue of the divine. 

 Thoreau also collects his total concentration on identifying the greatness and value of 

nature in and around Walden Pond where he recognizes the aspects of nature as giving pleasure, 

peace and happiness through its beauty and educating feature to humans. He uses different 

moments and kinds of engagement with the nature, "its material being, plants, animals and 

humans to develop ideas and argument"(Stowe 486) on the basis of the understanding and 

education given to him by nature.   

 Having with the impression of the philosophers like Plato, Kant, and Goethe, Emerson 

and other transcendental thinkers make an attempt to arrange universal knowledge in eternal 

formulas. Emerson perceives the relations of man with nature that shows his clear vision of the 

universal wisdom in human affairs. His attempt of uniting the universal knowledge, nature and 

humans ensures his prime focus on the nature as both knowledge and beauty because "the sense 

of beauty is his supreme faculty"(Underwood 484). Similarly, both Emerson and Thoreau 

suppose nature as a strong source of knowledge because they present nature as the symbol of 

books.  
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 Similar to the books, they think, nature involves itself in the eternal process of educating 

people. The education the nature delivers becomes quite different from individual to individual 

not because nature makes distinction in the way it provides the message of god, education, 

spirituality and worshipping but because individuals have their own degree of perception. Nature 

for them is shown "as a source of beauty and strength, working with and for us and always 

leading us to worship"(488). The greatest education the nature teaches us is the education of 

worshipping the God and nature in the way of universal law. 

  Because of the feature of the universal law inherent within, nature perceives every 

individuals equally and "accomplishes the equal serving of innumerable ends"(Heckerl 110) 

without any particular preference to any individual species. Nature intimates an ideal condition 

of neutrality to a universal end that expresses the universal wholeness. This equality of nature to 

all organisms is the result of divinity existing in nature that is equal to god or universe or over 

soul for Emerson. 

7. Conclusion 

The nature, as transcendentalists suppose, provides crucial role for the improvement of 

individuals where the engagement with the society becomes indispensable. Nature enhances to 

make a complete life only through focusing both of these aspects together; nature and society. As 

a movement of cosmic optimism transcendental reading of nature varies among individuals. For 

them the regular contact with nature becomes essential for regaining human innocence and 

originality that is figured by civilization. The movement makes a revolution to generate 'cosmic 

optimism' in the way people think about the worldly cosmological facts and their attitude 

towards nature and environment. 
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 The experience of the universe does not merely depend on the sense experience like that 

of the ideas of Locke or Hume, but it relies on the individual reason that is an innate human gift 

each individual cultivated with. The universe is a mirror to see the divine through for the 

individual. So, transcendentalists are really optimistic towards the religion, nature and the future 

of religio-natural universe for the future culture of knowledge, intuition and the originality of 

nature in the wilderness in which humans can only be in harmonizing domain.  
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